
 

A Billion Dreams is a documentary film on the life of Sachin Tendulkar. The film is slated for release on July 11, 2018 and will be released in theatres and across digital platforms. The world's greatest cricketer Sachin Tendulkar retires from international cricket after playing his 200th test match. On his retirement, the world comes to know about this benign genius who has won India over with his
charm and talent like no celebrity before him. This film celebrates the life and cricketing milestones of Tendulkar, as he prepares to take his final bow from international cricket at the Wankhede Stadium in Mumbai where he made an unbeaten 100 against South Africa in 2010. The film chronicles Tendulkar's journey from his early days of playing tape ball cricket in the streets of Mumbai to
becoming arguably the most celebrated sportsman in history.

The movie was produced by Fox Star Studios India and directed by James Erskine who was also the Director of Photography for the movie, "Senna". The film was made at a budget of $5 million, including $1.1 million for marketing and promotion. According to producer, Vijay Singh, it took 70 shooting days to complete the film that started shooting in July 2017. The project is expected to be India's
costliest documentary till date. The first look poster and the trailer were released on July 5, 2017 and July 10, 2017 respectively and was favourably received. The first Teaser poster of the film was released on July 5, 2017. Sachin Tendulkar unveiled the first Teaser poster of his upcoming biopic film 'Sachin - A Billion Dreams' on Facebook handle of the Movie's PR Manager. The poster shows
Sachin with Full Hand which is a trademark of him. The movie will showcase many highlights of Sachin's life as he went from tape ball to modern day cricket. A special screening of 'Sachin - A Billion Dreams' was held at the World Trade Center in Mumbai on July 13 before its release on July 11, 2018. The New Zealand cricket team attended the premiere of the film, and they tweeted that "the true-
life story of #Kiwi legend @sachin_rt is out and it's absolutely spectacular! #SachinAbillionDreams." The movie will be available on Amazon Prime Video and Hotstar. The film's official Twitter account announced that the film would be screened in some selected theatres across India on 11th July. 

The film will be released in theaters and across digital platforms – Hotstar, Jio Cinema, iTunes – on July 11, 2018. "Sachin - A Billion Dreams" has received positive response from critics. Sweta Kaushal of Hindustan Times gave a rating of 4 out of 5 and said "Sachin: A Billion Dreams does justice to the legend’s memory with a warm and affable portrait." Mid-Day gave a rating of 3 out of 5 saying
"the documentary makes for pleasant viewing as it is peppered with cool visuals.
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